
TemboTusk Adventure Skottle Grill  
 

What is a Skottle? 

A Skottle is a South African outdoor cooking contraption. 
Pronunciation:   Skō Tĕl or Skaw Tel 

 

The history of the Skottle comes from the South African farmer and his need to finding a secondary use 

for old harrow discs.  This was accomplished by turning them into an outdoor cooking utensil they could 

use while out in the fields.   

 

The Adventure Skottle is a light weight smaller version of our TemboTusk Skottle Grill.  Although 

anybody can use it, we originally designed it for the adventure motorcycle rider, kayak/canoe camper, 

hiker and anybody who wants a more compact cooking grill.   The Adventure Skottle is even perfect for 

the solo car camping or tailgating at your favorite event.  

 

The Adventure Skottle was designed around the world renowned MSR Dragonfly multi-fuel camp stove.  

The stove simply clips into the stove ring under the Skottle pan.  

 

The TemboTusk Adventure Skottle comes pre-seasoned and can be used immediately.  Like a Dutch 

oven or cast iron pan, the more the Skottle is used the better the non-stick cooking surface becomes. 

 

 How to use a TemboTusk Skottle: 
After attaching the legs with the supplied short eye bolts; install the MSR DragonFly Stove’s pot support 

wire legs  into the Skottle pan’s stove ring.   The stove should hang from the bottom of the pan and not be 

loose.   

 

Lightly coat the pan with olive or cooking oil and wipe off any excess oil. Light the burner and start 

cooking!  If you have never used a DragonFly Stove, please read the instructions that came with the 

stove.  Adjust the heat to suit and treat the TemboTusk Skottle like any other cast iron pan.  

 

The actual cooking area is the center 6” or 7” of the pan.  The outer edge section is used to keep food 

warm.  For example:  When cooking several items, push the cooked food up along the edge of the pan and 

push the uncooked food into the center.  When all the food is cooked; plate the food and serve while 

everything is still hot.  It is best to cook with a bit of moisture in the bottom of the pan such as oil, water, 

wine, beer or the natural juices of the food being cooked.  Should you scorch or damage the seasoning, 

don’t worry, just apply a bit of vegetable oil and turn on the burner to re-season. Or just cook bacon!   

 

Care and feeding of a TemboTusk Skottle: 
Cleaning the Skottle after cooking:   

Wood or silicon tools are best for protecting the surface of the pan and they should easily scrape off any 

food stuck on the cooking surface.  To clean the pan pour oil into the pan with a generous amount of rock 

or sea salt and vigorously scrub the pan with a paper or cloth towel.  For very stubborn cleanups, heat 

water to a boil in the pan and let soak to help loosen any food particles then scrape the surface.  As an 

alternate method:  heat the empty pan until very hot and pour water on the hot pan. This will “steam 

clean” the pan. (Be aware that the steam is hot and can burn.)    Lightly oil the pan top and bottom after 

cleaning.   

 

How to re-seasoning a Skottle from scratch: 

Clean and scrape the Skottle pan top and bottom.  Remove any burned on cooking residue using a wire 

brush, scraper or floppy sander.   Lightly coat both the top and bottom of the Skottle pan.  Place the pan in 

a gas or charcoal bbq or an oven.  Bring the temperature up to 450 degrees for 40 minutes or until all the 

oil has burned off and the pan has stopped smoking.  Repeat for additional layers of seasoning or until the 

pan is a nice brown color.  

 

We hope you enjoy your TemboTusk Adventure Skottle! 

www.TemboTusk.com  
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